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This research aims at analyzing the construction of masculinity in interactions between boys and male and female educators working in ECECs. Recent academic discourses show the need for a comprehensive understanding of masculinities that reflects the interplay of body and mind as well as of individual and social backgrounds. Moreover, childhood research should consider much more how children see their world and that their ideas of being male or female might be different from those of adults. In the presented research, masculinity is seen from an ethnomethodological perspective as an interactional “ritual chain”. The presented data material contains videotaped play interactions from the Dresden “Tandem Study”. We will see and discuss short video samples that show masculinity as a phenomenon that is situated in face-to-face interactions that are influenced by cognitions, emotions, bodies and social backgrounds of participants.
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#1 – What's going on here?
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#2 – Aspects of Identity/Gender

#3 – Interdependencies
#4 Interaction Ritual Chain Theory

Person A
- Symbols
- Emotional Energy

Person B
- Symbols
- Emotional Energy

Person C
- Symbols
- Emotional Energy

Person D
- Symbols
- Emotional Energy

#5 The Mutual Focus/Emotional-Entrainment Model

Outcomes:
1) group solidarity
2) emotional energy
3) symbols
4) standards of morality

Ingredients:
1) group assembly
2) barrier to outsiders
3) mutual focus of attention
4) shared mood
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#5 The Mutual Focus/Emotional-Entrainment Model

In Ingredients:
1) group assembly
2) barrier to outsiders
3) mutual focus of attention
4) shared mood

Outcomes:
1) group solidarity
2) emotional energy
3) symbols
4) standards of morality

Process: Ritual Chain

Social Interaction: Ritual

Cognition: Symbols

Body:
- Emotional Energy
- Postures
- Rhythms
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#6 Childhood Masculinity

#7 Childhood Masculinity

Masculinity means:

- Being an Expert,
- Being a Handyman,
- Having a Beard and short Hair,
- Being on the Road,
- Being physically strong,
- Dealing with dangerous Things,
- Being a caring Father.
#8 Calling Rules into Question

#9 Dealing with dangerous Things
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#10 Status in Interaction Rituals

#11 Thank you for your Attention!